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 quilt     craft     cook    create Benjamin Franklin Mystery Quilt 
 

Wheel of Time Block ,  
having been slightly modified 

Now in his latter years, Ben had nothing but time...time 

to enjoy his writing, his reading, his inventions, his 

home, and his correspondence. He had worked hard and 

life ended up being good to this self-made man...good 

with fame, fortune, friends, and family. 

 

You may use this block as a replacement for any other 

12-inch block in the quilt…. 

Supplies 
 

rotary cutter, 6 x 24-inch ruler, rotary cutting mat 

sewing machine and matching thread, marking tool 

scraps cut to the sizes below 

spray starch or sizing (not necessary, but helpful) 
 

1/4-inch seams throughout; press seams in the direction that creates the least bulk; press seams opposite. 
 

Cutting: 
 

Blue scraps:          4  3 7/8-inch squares, for the A and C units, we used 4 different scraps 
 

Red  scraps:         5  3 7/8-inch squares, for the A and B units, we used use 4 different scraps  
 

Beige scraps:         7  3 7/8-inch squares, for the B and C units, we used 5 different scraps 
                                

 

Constructing the block: 
 

Make the A units: Draw a diagonal line thru one of the Red scrap 3 7/8-inch squares. Layer on 

top of one Blue scrap 3 7/8-inch square. Stitch 1/4-inch to each side of the drawn line, cut on 

drawn line; press.      

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Make the B units in the same way: draw a diagonal line through all of the Beige scrap 3 7/8-

inch squares. Layer each prepared Beige scrap square with the remaining Red scrap 3 7/8-inch 

squares. Stitch 1/4-inch to each side of the drawn line, cut on the drawn line; press.      
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12-inch square finished (12 1/2-inch unfinished) 

Draw line, layer 

and stitch 1/4-

inch to each side 

of the line 

Make 2 center A units  

that measure 3 1/2-

inch square Blue 

Red 
Blue 

Red 


